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User Stories & Story Writing
Capture user needs and deliver value




	






Estimating & Planning
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Private Training
Customized training for agile teams
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Leading a Self-Organizing Team












Presentation by: Mike Cohn
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One of the challenges of agile development is coming to grips with the role of leaders and managers of self-organizing teams. Many would-be ScrumMasters and agile coaches go to the extreme of refusing to exert any influence on their teams at all. Others retain too much of their prior command-and-control management styles and fail to unleash the creativity and productivity of a self-organizing team. Many want to understand how to walk the fine line of leading a self-organizing team with agile project management.

In these presentations, Certified Scrum Trainer and agile expert Mike Cohn draws on analogies from fields such as evolutionary biology and the study of complex adaptive systems to explain the proper ways to influence a self-organizing team. Learn seven tools for guiding the direction taken by the team as they self-organize and understand why influencing the path a team takes to solve problems is neither sneaky nor inappropriate. Leave with insight into the three factors necessary for self-organization to occur.

To download an audio version of a discussion that took place on January 28, 2009 at APLN Dallas of how leaders and managers are able to lead a self-organizing team click here.
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Do Agile Teams Include Semi-Finished Work in Velocity?


Should teams receive partial credit on nearly finished stories when calculating their sprint …




Jan 16, 2024
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The Just Right Size for Agile Teams


Teams get things done far more quickly than one person could. But as team size grows, so …




Jan 02, 2024
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Daily Scrums: Synchronization Meetings, Not Status Meetings


Too many daily scrums are status meetings instead of a time for team members to share plans, …




Sep 26, 2023
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When Do Agile Teams Make Time for Innovation?


As Scrum teams have moved to shorter sprints, have they also lost the extra time to experiment …




Aug 01, 2023
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Three Rights of Effective Scrum Masters


To be effective, a Scrum Master has a right to expect at least three things from their company …




Jul 18, 2023
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Definition of Ready: What It Is and Why Its Dangerous


This post explains how to use a Definition of Ready successfully and avoid it becoming a first step …




May 23, 2023
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